Children’s World Academy (2018-2019)
Grade 3
List of items for Grade 3. Please trust that the number of pencil and erasers asked for is a
realistic reflection of what will be required for the duration of the year.
*If items used this year are still in good condition, there is no need to buy
new ones. Let’s be environmentally friendly and think about reusing.
Items required (please label with your child’s name)


3 glue sticks








4 duo-tangs, one each color if possible: blue, red, black and color of choice
1 composition book Wide ruled (180 pages, 24.7cm x 19cm)
3 writing books interlined-dotted lines (32 pages, 23.2cm x 18.1cm) Preferably
different colors if possible
2 exercise book ruled 7mm (32 pages, 27.6cm x 21.2 cm) any colors
1 notebook metric quad (40 pages, 21.3cm x 27.6cm) any color
2 plastic pocket folders (2 different colors please)



1 clear tape




5 plastic protectors (with holes that can go in a binder)
Scissors, min 6” with pointed tip (not rounded)




Highlighters (We suggest yellow/ green/ blue/ pink for organizational purposes)
Box of min. 24 coloring pencils



Box of min. 16 Markers (any thickness)




Package of 2 or 4 Dry Erase Markers (any color/any thickness)
1 binder: 1”, 3 ring (your choice of style)




Pencil case (preferably 2, one for regular material and one for colored crayons and
such)
Pencils (min. 24)



Erasers (min. 3)



Sharpener



1 package of coloured construction paper to the supply list (50 sheets min.)

*** We have written minimum to acknowledge that all children are different. If you know your child tends to
misplace things, we highly recommend providing more pencils and erasers throughout the school year.
These will be kept in a labeled resealable bag in class.

Items optional (please label to your child’s name)









School bag
Lunch bag
Placemat
1 box of large re-sealable/zippered plastic bags
1 pair of headsets (optional as we will have earphones for students to share)
Any kind of sketchbook (for free time drawing/doodling/coloring)
1 reusable water, bottle bicycle-type cover (no removable cap for drinking)
1 smock (or shirt to protect clothes when painting)

We recognize that labeling the material can be a tedious process. In our experience,
involving the child in the labeling allows them to take ownership of the material and they
tend to be more careful with it in class, leading to less need for replacing lost items
throughout the year. Thank you!

